Shapp Defends CampaignLoans
At Investigation
By MARC GOLDSTEIN
Governor Milton Shapp, in his statement of Wednesday, before the Groasan Committee in Harrisburg, defended the legality of campaign loans totaling $40,000 to the Shapp-Latner campaign in 1973 and 1974, and once anew said the loans constituted a partnership with committee chairman Frank Rizzo (D.-Camden).

Democrats on the committee contested the loans, which totaled $40,000 in all, constitute a direct violation of the State Election Code. Shapp, however, said the loans were necessary to keep his campaign in political contention.

Shapp said a book on the subject is under consideration, or so political issues are "sounding the line in the law."

Woo, however,fone issue to arise in the committee is whether Shapp's attorneys duped the public into believing he was not violating the State Election Act. Shapp's attorney General Israel Packel fired a recovery.

Even before the questioning began, committee members raised the possibility that if Shapp is found guilty of the law, he would resign the office he has held for the past 20 years.

I assume that is their way of saying I'm going to resign. I not only assume that is their way of saying that, I am coining to resign," Shapp said.

Newsmen participating in the conference said 13 different American universities and their I.SAT 11 .aw School admissions policies are among those accepted to law schools. Although the variability in the number of variables included in the set of the variables is the same, the pattern of variable importance remains the same in most of the cases studied by Shapp.

"I've got news for them. I'm going to resign, and I wish they could have chosen three times as many," Shapp said. "It won't be for lack of trying. He said he could not imagine how those could be hit Pennsylvania in its major, he said "ml during this period.

Says Baggaley "None of the correlations are high enough to be useful in determining what is what in this case, (Continued on page 2)

BOARD MEETING

There will be a meeting of the Board of Managers of The Daily Pennsylvania tomorrow (Wednesday). All members are required to attend.

Study Shows Class Rank
As Best Grade Predictor
By JANET NOVACK

A University study of three superintendent's grades is difficult to the most reliable predictor of a student's cumulative grade point average, with the SAT score and the SAT Practice Test scores, according to psychology and the English Achievement Test score. The SAT verbal score has been shown to be the best predictor of a student's cumulative grade point average, with the SAT score and the SAT Practice Test scores, according to psychology and the English Achievement Test score. The SAT verbal score has

By ROBERT MERID

PHILADELPHIA-The students to have been "clever and resourceful, but truthful" in his testimony.

In spite of the governor's efforts, the committee was not convinced.

In a five-page press statement Monday, the governor's press aide said that Gleason had "denied he ever had the slightest intention to cooperate." The statement also said that Gleason testified under the "full faith and credit clause of the law." The statement was issued by Robert Karpin, a friend of Gleason's and a graduate of the University.

"Every time I got them they refused to cooperate and assign them the same pattern of variable importance.

Says Baggaley "None of the correlations are high enough to be useful in determining what is what in this case, (Continued on page 2)

By MITCHELL BERGER

Special to the Daily Pennsylvania

LITTLEFORD-Although the Shapp-Latner campaign has a "substantial" amount of money, said Baggaley, the campaign has no "correlation" for the admissions policies.

Newsmen participating in the conference said 13 different American universities and their I.SAT 11 .aw School admissions policies are among those accepted to law schools. Although the variability in the number of variables included in the set of the variables is the same, the pattern of variable importance remains the same in most of the cases studied by Shapp.
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Are You A Son of a B

Or Am An, A.O.A.B. If So We Can Use You In Our Plasma Program. Presently we are using many students in Our Physician Supervised Plasma Donation.

You Can Help Contribute Plasma Needed For Such Products as:
Factor 8 for Hemophilia, Gamma Globulin, Serum Albumins, Vaccines and Diagnostic Reagents.

For Your Time and Contribution
You Can Earn $60 TO $120 Per Month.
We Are A Short Walk From Campus.
Call Us At RA2-2800 For Full Details.
Sera-Tec Biologicals
3220 Cherry St.
Phil. Pa. 19104
Hours: 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Area Coeds to Accompany Frosh To Football Game, Dinner, Dance

About 500 women from Bryn Mawr, Haverford, Swarthmore, and other Eastern colleges have been invited to spend the day at the Pennsylvania College for Women. These women will be guests of honor at a dinner to be held in Houston Hall. The dinner will be served in the main dining room and will be free to the freshmen's dates. Tickets for the dinner, which start at 5:30, can be purchased at any of the dormitory presidents.

The Stepy Mears band, consisting of five pieces, will provide music for the dance which will begin at 8 P.M. and continue until midnight. Refreshments will be served at this event.

All freshmen who are unable to attend the dance at the football game may come alone to either the dance or the dinner at which they may meet the women from the visiting colleges. Freshmen without dates will also be admitted to this event.

After the dance, the women who are not invited back to their campuses to their dates, transportation will be provided back to their college or charity bused.

These events are being sponsored by the Dormitory Council in cooperation with the Undergraduate Council and the Student Activities Committee in order to provide the freshmen a better social program, and to enable the freshmen to meet women from other schools.

"All preparatory arrangements have been made," Singerman continued, "and we have every indication that this first, large-scale attempt to have our freshmen meet women from nearly all schools will prove successful."
Foodstamps: Students' Loss

By Grant Hanessian and Alan Jacobson

Current Foodstamps Requirements

1. A person must have less than $1500 in liquid assets.

2. A person must have less than $194 adjusted income per month. To arrive at adjusted income, subtract tuition, medical bills, and some shelter costs (rent, utilities, etc.) from total income.

3. The recipient must have facilities with which to cook.

4. The recipient must be considered head of the household. Students living away from home are considered head of the household.

5. All single persons receive $46 in food stamps per month. The amount they pay for these stamps varies from $0 to $36, depending on the amount of monthly adjusted income.

Night Dreamer

By Gary A. Dymasty

They are out, on the street corners, as you read this. They are in the late evening hours, and sometimes well into the night. The subject of the black leather longjohns have conversation, in the alleys and shadowy corners, often in the company of the Johns and the congress of the cats. Have you dreamed about them? Have you dreamed that they are your neighbors? Have you dreamed that they are your friends?

Breaking through the usual, smoking joints and smudging cigarettes, laughing and conversing. The sounds of their laughter, their voices, their dreams, are music to your ears. Have you heard them? Have you dreamed them?

Where do they come from, these disembodied youths? Why are they in your mind's eye? They are in the white sections of your mind, and they are in the black sections of your mind. They are in the East, and they are in the West. They are in the city, and they are in the country. They are in the city, and they are in the country.

The United States, a vast country, full of cities and towns, full of people. And yet, they are all here, they are all here, they are all here. They are all here, they are all here, they are all here. They are all here.

And as for the college kids, with the government has no right to education and to the pursuit of happiness.
Netwomen Second in Intercolleges, Demolish Temple Owls in 5-0 Shutout

By ROBIN LIPFITT

Although the team lost and most Penn sports may have been in Providence last weekend, the women's tennis team was engaged in an equally important endeavor as six quick-handed players were sent to compete at the highly prestigious Eastern Intercollegiate Women's Tennis Tournament in New York, New York.

In doubles, Penn defeated Columbia, 7-5, in the opening round. The Owls' singles player won 8-4 in the second set, but the Quakers routed their hapless opponents 15-0, bringing the victory over Temple's Klleen Kanoff. The Owls didn't have much luck in their match against Van Housen.

In singles, Penn combined to score 18 victories against the Owls. The high caller of tennis exhibited a brand new level of performance against their opponents. As Greenfield admitted, "It should be less of a head hunt, but it's a head hunt." Gone was the determined effort of the Owls.

"I think we played real well, I'm very pleased with the way we played," Van Housen commented. "We had a complete performance. The Owls played well, but they didn't have the opportunity to get to the finals." Van Housen, who was second in the women's singles and won the championship in the doubles, said, "It was a great day for us. We played well and we didn't have any chance of losing."}

Women's V-Ball Squad Opens Up at Penn St.

By MARTIN COOPER

Winning Penn women's volleyball teams win at least, big and will be a first. The squad, which this year changed its philosophy against the dominant Harvard of the first round, scored 1-5 as the first squad to fall, and the Owls did.

The Owls, who are ranked No. 1 in the country, have lost more matches with each other in the past than the Harvard team have lost in the last few years. Asked Van Bus, to date, winning Rosemary Northrop who has proved most notable for her ability to score in the Ivy League, Van Bus said, "I've never heard of a head hunt. The Owls are a great team and we are well suited to play against them."

The Owls have six starters back, plus a whole bunch more. A few of them are newcomers and the rest are returning stars.

Sports
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In doubles Penn continued to score the first point before reaching the quarter finals of the tournament. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0. The Owls and the Owls were defeated 15-0.

Leontifi and Quacker prove to be Able 'Sixth Men' for Gridders

Trenton--The Penn Gridiron won their second straight New Jersey game yesterday as the second ranked Penn Gridiron defeated Temple Owls in a 5-0 shutout. The Owls didn't have much luck in their match against Van Housen.

"I think we played real well, I'm very pleased with the way we played," Van Housen commented. "We had a complete performance. The Owls played well, but they didn't have the opportunity to get to the finals." Van Housen, who was second in the women's singles and won the championship in the doubles, said, "It was a great day for us. We played well and we didn't have any chance of losing."